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(Thread) How to Save Democracy 
 
After yesterday's thread on Trump's techniques for
destroying Democracy (here, if you missed it:

 
people asked if Trump knows what he's doing. 
@elindburg 
@karenzazz 
Yes, he does.

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) Trump’s 4-part plan for destroying democracy and 
strengthening an oligarchy. 
 
#1: Get the fighters fighting and keep them fighting 
 
Harvard Prof. Levitsky explains that that “hardball tactics” will kill 
democracy youtube.com/watch?v=10RQd7…

706 3:56 PM - Jul 12, 2019

625 people are talking about this

  YouTubeYouTube   @ @YouTubeYouTube

1/ It’s no accident that Trump is using the exact techniques Putin uses. 

 

First I'll try to persuade you that Trump knows what he’s doing. 

Next, I’ll tell you how to counter the effects and save Democracy. 

 

How is that for a grand ambition? 

 

Remember: The techniques aren't hard.
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2/ My belief that Trump knows what he's doing is backed up by authority (meaning

Yale professors) 

 

@jasonintrator, Yale professor, believes Trump is purposefully and “cynically using a

set of fascist tactics to gain and maintain power."  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/OPG08hT5VEs

3/ It’s easier to destroy democracy than preserve it. 

 

You start by creating a world in which facts don’t matter. This is easy for Trump,

who,“naturally and gracefully inhabits a world of fiction.”  

Quote from another Yale professor, @TimothyDSnyder ⤵ 
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ej_D0YkDjy8

4/ Also from @timothyDSnyder: Trump’s task as president to create a good story and

pull us all into that story. 

 

Trump keeps everyone's attention where he wants it to be. 

 

He can create so much shock and outrage that people hardly notice if he's accused of

rape.

5/ James Comey concluded that Trump has above average intelligence.

 

 

@TimothyDSnyder agrees. He says Trump is a “talented” politician. 

Former FBI Director James Comey gave his first interview since being …
Comey says Trump is "morally unfit" to be president in the television interview.

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/15/most-revealing-things-ex-fbi-director-james-comey-s…
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/b-a_VqtgRK0

 

 

(This is me, backing my opinion with authority 😉)

6/ Snyder describes how modern fascists govern by crisis and spectacle⤵  

 

 

Trump is a natural at this. 

 

People make fun of how much TV he watches. Well, of course he has to watch TV.

How else will he plan his game?

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) Trump’s task as president. 
 
Spoiler: “Rather than governing, the leader produces crisis and 
spectacle.”* 
 
*quotation from Ilyin, Russian philosopher, whose ideas inspire 
and guide Putin. 
Information in this thread is from Snyder
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820 people are talking about this

7/ He knows how to flood the zone.

Brian Stelter
@brianstelter

Steve Bannon to Michael Lewis: "The Democrats don't matter. 
The real opposition is the media. And the way to deal with them 
is to flood the zone with shit." bloomberg.com/view/articles/…
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He keeps everyone busy paying whack-a-lie. 

 

In Michael Cohen’s testimony before the House Oversight Committee, he described

how Trump signaled to him which lies he was supposed to tell. 

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000169-2d31-dc75-affd-bfb99a790001

1,856 people are talking about this

Has Anyone Seen the President?
Michael Lewis goes to Washington in search of Trump and winds up
watching the State of the Union with Steve Bannon.
bloomberg.com

8/ McCable describes the same techniques. After Trump fired Comey, Trump

summoned McCabe to a meeting and offered a “gleeful” description of what

happened with the firing of Comey.  

 

 

McCabe understood Trump expected him to “adopt” this lie. . .

Transcript: Ex-FBI Deputy Recalls 25th Amendment Discussions
Former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe said the Deputy Attorney General
broached the 25th Amendment as a way to oust President Trump

https://time.com/5531604/andrew-mccabe-60-minutes-interview-transcript/

9/ . . .When he refused, he Trump sought to destroy him. 

Transcript: Ex-FBI Deputy Recalls 25th Amendment Discussions
Former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe said the Deputy Attorney General
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This is evil, but not stupid. 

 

Cohen explained how he was drawn in for more than a decade: “Being around Mr.

Trump was intoxicating. When you were in his presence, you felt like. . .

broached the 25th Amendment as a way to oust President Trump

https://time.com/5531604/andrew-mccabe-60-minutes-interview-transcript/

10/ . . . you were involved in something greater than yourself — that you were

somehow changing the world.” 

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000169-2d31-dc75-affd-bfb99a790001 

 

People underestimate Trump. 

Maybe Trump wants to be underestimated. It's easier to con people if they

underestimate you.

11/ Liberal democracy is like ping pong. 

 

Putin-style fascist techniques are like bowling. 

 

Every time Trump throws a heavy ball to the ground, people think he’s screwing up. 

 

Nope. He’s playing a different game.

12/ The way to counter this is to make people aware of the Russian-style attacks on

our democracy — and that Trump is deliberately using these tactics. 

 

The Center for Strategic International Studies issued a report on how to counter these

attacks. 

Countering Adversary Threats to Democratic Institutions
Download the Report

https://www.csis.org/analysis/countering-adversary-threats-democratic-institutions

13/ The conclusion is on p. 11: One of “the most effective countermeasures is to

increase public resilience against the kinds of techniques used by Russia.” 

 

How? By “increasing public understanding of the threat” and “strengthening our

commitment to democratic institutions.”
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• • •

14/ Find people who lean Democratic, but feel discouraged, frustrated or apathetic. 

 

If they feel frustrated that “nothing is being done,” explain that due process—like

democracy—is slow and laborious. 

 

If you don't believe democracy is slow, requiring compromise . . .

15/ . . . and give and take, run for local office and try to get something done.  

 

The alternative is tyranny. Dictatorship moves quickly. There are no checks and

balances, and no need for compromise. 

 

“My way or you go to jail,” gets things done fast.

16/ I think what the CSIS report meant by “strengthen a sense of shared narrative

around the value and importance of our democratic institutions" is this: 

 

We need to help everyone fall back in love with representative government, even with

its flaws (and slow pace).

17/ We’ll miss it if it’s gone. 

 

If you want to know what else you can do, see my list:

 

 

end/

Things To Do - Musing about law, books, and politics

Want to really make a difference in politics and government? Don’t just march, run
for something. Do it! Run for Something recruits and supports young progressives
running for local office with the l…

https://terikanefield-blog.com/things-to-do/
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